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This paper explains the historical development of
analogue and digital speedometer dial designs using the
linguistics theory base ofpragmatics, which asks
researchers to explain a visual design by describing its
purpose as well as how its various visual features meet
people’s needs, how people read dials and how people use
dials to coordinate with one another or machines. The
paper is useful for researchers interested in methodologies
for studying the development of language-like visual
communication, and for those interested in the history of
information graphics, machine interfaces or speedometer
dials in particular. A range of dial designs from the early
Igoos to the current day are described and analyzed.
In this paper, results show that drivers read speedometers
to avoid fines, keep safe, change gears, set cruise control
or record high speeds. Designs also, however, serve
marketing and aesthetic purposes. Features of analogue
displays are described with the paper concluding with
a taxonomy of dial features. The entire system of speed
containment could be improved since even with easy-toread dials, drivers continue to speed. Dials that work
with satellite systems to continually display the current
speed limit may be the way of the future.

This paper provides a case study of how the linguistics theory base of pragmatics
can be used to explain the development of visual standards. In particular, the paper
looks at the visual design of speedometer dims, which have developed in response
to improved understanding of drlver~ safety zxtd market needs~ and changing
visual styles, laws and techxxology. Linguistics provides a helpful theory base
for understanding a design such as a speedometer dlal since the design is closely
attached to particular meanings and as such can be said to be language-like.
The linguist Harley (2OOl) said that "Pragmatics is concerned with how we
get things done with language and how we work out what the purpose is behind
the speaker’s utterance" (337). He further explained that the field has two main
branches, the first of which is how we extract meaning from language by drawing
inferences, and the second is how we work together to maintain conversations.
Another linguist, Clark (1996) said that the most useful way to study lmaguage use is
from both social and individual perspectives.
These explanations from pragmafics are also obviously useful for the study of
visual languages. A pragmatic approach to studying visuMs is concerned with how
we get things done with a particular design axld how we read that design. In the
particular case of speedometer dials, a pragmatic approach asks how individuals
read and use the dials, and how the dials help people to coordinate with one another
and with their vehlcles.
A pragmatic approach is-also helpful in understanding how a visual design
develops over time. Such an approach Iooks at the initiM need for the visual, how the
visual meets the need and then how designers incrementally modify the vlsual over
time as the design environment changes (e.g., technology changes) and designers
come to better understand user meeds.
Mitchell (zooS) has provided a methodology for studying the development of
designs from a pragmatic approach~ which involves the following:
1, Selecting a category of visual communication and identlfylng the soclal
situations in which it is used
2, Formulating open questions about the visuM form,..and the situations in which
it is used
3. Collecting examples of the visual communication
4. Selecting research tools to study how the de_slgn is used
~ 5. Writing descriptions of the visual communication and the situation in which
it is used

6. Selecting methods for and conducting analyses
7. Discoverhag themes within the data and applying existing theories as
appropriate (4).
This paper applies this methodology to explaining the development of speedometer
dial designs. Chosen examples range fxom the earliest designs to the digital headup displays (HUDs) available today. The selection could not be all inclusive but is
meant to be representative o£what designers have created over time and in different
cultures to meet a range of needs. Examples were taken fxom Holland (I999),
museum collections, scholarly ~xticles and online sources. Individual selections
were made based upon their historical significance and differences from one
another. Key ques.~ions driving the research are as follows: For whom was the design
made and for what puxpose? What symbol sets, visual variables (shape, size, etc.),
reference points and scale does it use? What is the underlying technology? What are
the technological and cognitive affordances and limitations of the design in meeting
user needs?
The paper begins by describing the types of marks that appear on speedometer
dials, and then presents a range of designs for later discussion. Next the paper
reviews literature on how people use speedometers, and then discusses how
vaxlous visual variables work to meet driver and market needs. Unless otherwise
noted, drawings in the paper are the author’s and are close approximations of
manufacturers’ designs. The paper ends with a taxoflomy of dial features.

To describe speedometer designs~ a first step is to look at the set of marks on each
dial. For analogue speedometers such as that in Figure x, the set may be described as
multi-modal written and technologically mediated,
The set of marks is mnlti-modal written since it consists of a dial shape, scale
marks, numbers, letters, a needle and contrasting colors. The design is also
technologically-mediated since the needle moves in response to accelerator pressure
and the given terrain. For digital speedometers, the medium is written (consisting of
numbers) and technologically mediated.
In composing a dial, the aim is to create a design that best meets the needs of
several audiences, w~hlch include various drivers (e.g., on-road versus race drivers),
authorities, car buyers and sellers and others such as design critics. As shown ha
Figures z-S, designers have tried a variety of solutions for meeting those needs.

Figure 2 presents examples of early dials, Figure 3 presents exampIes of circular
dials from the Ig~os and I96os~ Figure 4 presents examples ofllnear dials from the
~95os through I97os~ and Figure ff presents some curre~lt dials.
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Although the first practical automobile appeazed in 1885 with Benz’s invention~ the
first automobile speedometer did not appear until 19o2 with Schttlze’s patent of the
eddy current (magnetic or mechamlcaJ) speedometer. Speedometers only began to
become a standard featttre in cazs in 19Io (Siemens VDO Automotive AG, 2oo2) after
many localities had already begun setting limits. Limits were imposed on trains and
then on cars. In the United Kingdom, The Locomotive Act ~86z limited speed to Izmph
(Igkm/h), then 5¢be Locomotive Act I865 reduced it to ~mph (3.zkm/h) in cities, towns
and villages, and 4mph (6.4km/h) everywhere else. In I89ff, The Locomotives on the
Highway Act raised the speed limit to I4mph (~.Skm/h) (Chapman, 2oo7). In I9oi, the
State of Connecticut limited speed to 12mph (igkm!h) and Ismph (=4kin/h) for city
and country driving respectively. Authorities required limits for safety and preserving
roads since ’Chard rubber tires destroyed the dust binder on macadamized roads~
creating ruts and eventually ruining the roads" (State of Connecficut~ ~oo7~ ~I6).
According to Sandoro (Hartley, ~oo~), drivers began installing speedometers
to protect themselves from fines. He said, "At the time, police were on bicycles or
motorcycles and their timing (of drivers’ speeds) was done unscientifically with
a stop watch. When speedometers were put in cars~ the driver would often put a
plaque on the back of the car saying that it was equipped with one so the police
would not be so quick to give them a ticket" (~[II). Some early drivers installed one
small speedometer dial for themselves and positioned another larger one for police
to read at a distance (From speedometer to modern instrument clusters~ 2oo5).
Avoiding fines continues, of course, to be a reason for speedometer use, but
drivers also have other reasons. Green (I983) surveyed thirty~two US drivers to
learI~ when and why they looked at their speedometer, lie found that they used it
when they saw a police car, whe~ in various speed zones (e.g., a school zone), when
shifting and when setting cruise control.
In another study, Denton (I969) observed thirty people driving under various
speed conditions, lie found that many people thought that they used their
speedometer more than they actually did. For example~ upon seeing a "reduce
speed now" sign, twenty-four subjects said that they looked at their speedometer,
but during observation only eight did. Denton concluded "use of the speedometer
may be determined to some extemt by the spare mental capacity available"
lie suggested that drivers perhaps need "a more readable displag not requiring a
shift of attentioa from the road" for locations such as rotmdabouts in which "traffic
behavior is changing fairly rapidly" (4ffi).

From a safety perspective, the primary purpose of speedometers is to help
drivers lJmlt their speed, yet speeding still occurs. To understand why people
speed, Gabaxiy, Plummer and Grigg (~997) took an approach designed to decrease
potential threat to subjects and improve the chances of getting truthful answers,
and asked the subjects why they thought that otberpeoj~le engaged in speeding.
Results suggested five reasons, Which are "ego-grati~cation~" "risk-tahing," "time
pressures," "disdain of driving" and "inattention" (31). For all reasons except
inattention, it is possible that some drivers use their speedometers while speeding.
For example, when speeding for reasons of ego-gratification or risk-taking, drivers
may want to report their speed and so would read their speedometers. Indeed, some
have even posted on the Intexnet pictures of their speedometers registering high
speeds. Drivers who speed due to time pressure or disdain of driving may keep their
excess speed within a narrow range above the limit to minimize risks of receiving
fines or having accidents.
Speeding due to inattention may also be explained as speeding due to
unawareness. In a survey of twenty-five drivers, Kumar ~aad Kim (2005) found that
"84%...reported that they axe sometimes unaware of the current...limit. 40% reported
that they are sometimes surprised that the. ,:limit is different from what they thought
[and] 68%...reported that ~hey sometimes catch themselves inadvertently exceeding
their desired speed" (I). Kumar and Kim have reasoned that such speeding
occurs because roadways do not provide a constant display of the speed limit mad
speedometers do not dxaw drivers’ attention to speeding.
Bringing the above research togethez; drivers read speedometers to avoid
fines, keep safe, change gears, set cruise control or record high speeds. As a tool
that simply presents a cax’s current speed, speedometers do not prevent drivers
from speeding. The current system of legal punishments prevents much speeding,
but does not prevent speeding due to .unawareness. The most basic technological
solution for such speeding is cruise control, but it is useful only along relatively
straight stretches of highway. Other technologies will be discussed later in the
paper.
Speedometer designs also serve markethig and aesthetic purposes. One design
variation that serves more of a marketing than a safety purpose is the highest
speed indicated on the dial. For all cars except those d~iven in countries with
no or few limits, the maximum dlal speed is much higher than that allowed on
public motorways, indeed it is often more tl~lan twice as high. Most countries have
motorway limits that range from 7° to I3o km/h (43-80 mph), but as shown in
Table I, speedometers indicate top speeds of up to z8o km/h and x6o mph.
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Table 1: Examples o{ top speeds and maximum speedometer speeds

Regarding worldwide speed limits, Nepal and the Isle of Man are the only two
countries having no limits. There are also ~1o limits in the Indian states of Uttar
. Pradesh and Kerala (Speed limit, 2oo7), and along the German autobahn, there is
only an advisory limit ofl3o km/h alon~ three-quarters of the road network. On
those parts without a lJ_mit, the average speed is I5o km!h (93 mph) (Autobahn,
2oo7). In Austria and the United Arab Emirates~ the world’s highest limit of i6o
km/h (99 mph) is being tested along some stretches of road (Speed linfit, ~oo7).
Most drivers will never attempt these high speeds~ but cars are still designed
to reach them and speedometers llst them. Apparently, cars are designed for high
speeds because llmlt-free portions of the German autobahn allow such speeds.
Therefore, designs made for German conditions influence what is used around the
world. Another reason for designing high-speed cars has to do with the de’sire for
power. Garfield-(I977) wrote~ "Mmoy of us won’t accept simply ~my macbdne; we
want the newest, most powerful, most advanced model--whether lawnmower or
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automobile" (364). Speeds listed on speedometers therefore act as aids for safety and
legal compliance, but also for power mad competition. Many speedometer designs for
cars on public roads are a compromise between these needs.
Some speedometer designs ~tre made purely for marketing reasons. These designs
are for concept cars, which are often radical prototypes made to test customer
reactions to new ideas. If ever produced, the cars would require changes to make
them cost-effective, safe a~d usable. Figure 6 shows unique speedometers from two
recent concept cars, the 2oo6 Saab Ae~o X and the zoo7 Citroen C-Cactus.
The Saab Aero X, an environmentally friendly car powered by ethanol, has no
standard dims but displays information on "glass-like acrylic ’dear zones’ in graphic
3D images" (GM Media O~ine, 2oo6, ~ 5). According to the m~rketing literature,
the gre#n lighting of the dAMs reflects Saab’s aviation background and aims to
provide maximum clarity. The unique speedometer design is created through a
vertical linear arrangement with large font presentation of the current speed.
The Citroen C-Cactus, another e~nvlronmentally friendly car, has a dieselhybrid drlvetrain with low fuel consumption and COz emAssions. The car has a top
speed ofI~O kph, which Citroen (2oo7) said "contributes to...good environmentM
performance...[and] reflects Citro~n’s efforts to develop a green vehlcie.An which
the motorist is in harmony w~th hls/her surrounding environment" (~4). The
speedometer is unique in that it is placed around the steering wheel hub and has a
scale that rotates around a fixed point.
While the designs of the Saab Aero X and Citroen C-Cactus speedometers are
both eye-catchlng, as shown, neither follows ergonomic design recommendations.
Discussion of speedometer design features starting with anMogue dials then
moving to digital readouts follows. The analogue design features dlsc~ssed are dlal
shape, reference point placements, scales, typefaces, number placements, needles
a~ad color. The paper also discusses dials’that provide additional assistance in
control!Jug speed, and what design would be easiest to read and therefore safest.

As shown in Fignres 2-5, most analogue speedometer dials are circular or
arc-shaped, but some are linear. Early designs were circular because of their
technologies, which were based on centrlfugal or magnetic (eddy current) ~orce.
O~e of th6~earliest speedometers, the 19o4 Cowey (figure 7) was clrcular and
contained unique features.
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FIGURE 7:
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RIBBON SPEEDOMETER

while modern cars typically have a digital trip meter, the 19o4 Cowey’s was
analogue. The Cowey also included a device to record speeds reached over distances
of~o to 75o yards, which ha the early days of motoring mSght have appealed to
designers or driving enthusiasts interested ha learning the car speed capabilities ha
various situations.
Another deslgn~ the i9II Bowden (figure 2b), measured speed based on the
movement of metal bails that swung out from a rotating shaft to create a centrifugal
force. Ahhough useful, t~e mechanical (magnetic or eddy current) speedometer
proved to be more accurate.
Figure 8 illustrates mechanical speedometer technology. Such speedometers
have a multi-strand wire (speedometer cable) that transfers the drive from the
gearbox output sh~t to the speedometer dial. The output shaft is directly attached to
a circular permanent magnet that is housed in a shailow aluminum drag cup. Along
the shaft is a steel stator, which when the car moves, is driven by electronic eddy
currents set up by the rotating conductive cup. The faster the cup turns in response
to an increase in speed o£the gearbox output shafb the greater the torque on the
stator. The stator is connected to a hairspring, which ha turn is connected directly to
the speedometer needle. The larger the torque on the stator, the greater the force on
the hairspring and the greater the movement on the speedometer needle.
An improvement on the mechanical design was the mid-xgffo’s electronic
speedometer (Siemens VDO Automotive AG, 2oo2). This device has a magnetic
transducer positioned somewhere on the final output shaft of the gearbox after the
overdrive unit, which eKmhaates the need for a cane.
Early variations on circular dials were window dials, which showed only
a portion of a diaPs speeds and had a moving scale and stationary pointer. One
example of a window dial is the I9~9 Waltham (figure 2f), which had numbers silkscreened onto the lip of the spee~lometer’s aluminum cup. These numbers rotated
past a fixed point on the dial. The speedometer assemblywas placed vertically
inside the car with the lip, not the face of the cup, visible to the driver. Mroz (I998)
reported that even when a magnifying glass was used for the window, drivers had
difficulty reading the numbers, which would have been moving (perhaps only
slowly) much of the time. Some efthe dials contained no lamp so they could be read
o~ly in d@ght. The speedometer window presented a range of only about m mph.
The vertical speedometer afthe x9~8-~969 Mercedes Benz models (figTtre 4a)
used ribbon technology, which was an attachment to the drag cup of a mechanical
speedometer. On these speedometers (figure 9), the pointer is a colored tape
that winds from one drum to another as speed changes. On the Mercedes Benz

speedolneter, yello~v ribbon marked speeds up to yokm/h, a red-yellow combination
marked speeds from fro to 6okra/h, and red marked speeds above 6okm/h. About
this device, van Eijck (I999) wrote, "...the vertical strip-type speedometer...proved
hard to read and was roundly criticized by the motorlng-press..." (~[3). Ne2ther
vertical nor horizontal linear designs proved to be popular and are seldom used in
Although the circular shape of early dials was technologically determined, this
shape offers many advantages ove~" linear dials. For example, circles save dashboard
space, and compared to linear designs, can display finer increments of speed arotmd
the circumference within the same amount of space. Further, on circular dials the
indication of speed is visually redundant since it is marl~ed by two visual variables,
angle a~rd position. On linear dials, speed is indicated only by position.

Another important issue in (he design of clrcular dials is where to place the key
reference points, which are the initialj top and maximum highway speeds. As seen
in Figure 2, the placement 6fthe initial speed on early dials was either at the top
(from I2:oo to 2:oo) or in the bottom left quadrant (from 7:00 to 9:oo). Eventually,
placement ha the bottom left quadrant became the standard. While initial speed
placement at the top of the dial was based on clock designj placement in the bottom
left quadrant was based upon a combination of factors, which are presented in
Figure xo, using the IgII Bowden speedometer as a model.
On the Bowden, the 4mph start was placed between 8:0o and 9:oo, and the
ffomph maximum listed speed was placed between 3:00 and 4:oo. A red mark
highlighted ~omph, which was presumably the maxintum speed limit at the time.
Reference point placement on the Bowden offered several advantages. First, this
design followed both the direction of conventional clock movement and left-to-rlght
reading order. Next, since the most common speeds are on the left of the dial~ the
movement from lower to higher speeds increases from a lower to a higher position.
Lastly~ the design is aesthetically pleasing since it is symmetricad.
Most moder~ dials follow this same pattern for reference point placement.
I-Io~vever, it is useful to note here that a design that has been singled out as following
go~d ergonomic principles, the Toyota Raum (shown in Figure’2b and again below)
also follows this pattern. The Raum was created following principles of universal
design. According to Misugi, Kanamorl and Atsum2 (zoo4)~ universal deslgl~ "is
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defined as providix~g a service or designing an object or location in such a way that
it can be easily used by many people, regardless ofphysicaI characteristics such as
gender, age or disability"
In addition to its usefid reference point placements, the Raum offers meter
nmnbers set in a typeface that has "superior readabiiity even when viewed slightly
blurred," which takes into consideration the needs of "slightly far-sighted elderly
drivers." ~’urther, the meter numbers have a background of"white bands for easy
recognition" (~I6). During development, the designers "confirmed" the speedometer
with users over thirty times. On this dial the current Japanese speed limit of
xookm/h (Speed limit, 2oo7) is placed near
On a speedometer, i~:oo was a poorer choice than 6:oo-9:oo for the start of
measure~nent partly because it goes against our linguistic representation of speed, in
which speed increases and decreases along the vertical dimension. In language we
say things like, "She sped u~0," "She slowed dow%" "He drives at high speeds," and

FIGURE 77
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"He is going at a low speed." When a dial starts at i2:oo, the visual representation of
speed moves in the opposite direction to the linguistic.
Another issue in speedometer design is the direction in which the needle should
move to indicate higher speeds. The clockwise choice obviously came fi’om the welb
established pattern of dock movement. In the speedometer’s history, howevm5 at
least one design moved counter-clockwise. This was Smith’s reverse speedometer~
installed in a I965 Cobra (figure 3e). The Cobra had a British sports car body and
an American hot rod engine, and was known as the first American muscle car
(Campbell, ~oo5). Its unique concept appears to have inspired its unique dial.
Racing car speedometers provide an opportunity to look at the pragmatics of
reference point placement. On the 1993 McLaren FI Supercar (figure zz), the dial’s
starting point was placed between 4:°°-5:°°, which was usefuI for racing. To
provide an idea of speeds expected by such a car in a Formula I or Grand Prix race,
in I998 the average speed in the fastest Grand Prix was ~37.591 km/h (147.633 mph),
the highest speed along a straight line during a Grand Prix was 356.5 km/h (221.9
raph) and the highest practice speed was ~44.413 km/h (I~I.971 mph) (Atlas F,
News Service, aooo). Therefore, this design alme~ to place the most common racing
speeds towards the top of the d~al, in the area between 9:oo and 1:to.
Some modern speedometers have asymmetrical positioning of the starting ~nd
ending points. For example, the ~oo4 =oo6 ttolden GTO ~figure 5) starts at 9:oo and
ends at 5:o0 and the 2to3 Toyota Matrlx ~figureS) begins at 6:to and ends at 9:to.
Both designs allow the scale to fit around an information area, and both produce a
unique look.
In sumrnary~ the most typical reference point arrangement on cLrcular
speedometers is a symmetx-lcal design with a 7:oo 9:oo staxting posltion, the
maximum moto~vay speed limit near I2:OO and a 3:oo-5:o0 maximum speed. Current
asymmetrical arrangements axe chosen so as to place the scale arotmd dashboard
information areas, provide a tm~que design or even assodate a design with raUmg.

Speedometer scales vary in relation to their number and type. Many dials have
dual scales, typically representing speeds in mph and km/h (seefigure 5), At least
one speedometer (the I934 Midget PAXnfigure ~h) used dual scales for representing
speeds available in different gears. In this case~ due scale was for third and the
other for top gear. Designers typically visually differentiate between dual scales

FIGURE 72
PROJECTION OF CIRCULAR
SCALE ONTO A LINE
by coloring them differently, and use a smaller typeface and fewer scale marks on
inner scales.
Woodson, Tillman and Tfllma*~ (1992) have recommended that dials use a single
scale whenever possible because it reduces reading error. With LCD dials, dual
scales for km/h and mph may no longer be needed since the technology can allow
drivers to choose their preferred aystem. This solntiol~ was followed for the
Chevrolet Monte Carlo speedoineter (figure
The scales on most speedometers are what Stevens (I9~x) termed ratio, which
is a scale that has a true zero point a*~d organizes items from less to more by
equal increments. Whi!e all car speeds are mea~’ured by equal increments, ~isual
representatio~s of increments may be unequal. For example, scale maxks on the
x9o4 Cowey (figure 7) were unequally placed because the pointer did not move at a
constant rate with the speed. As other examples, the scales on the I9~9 Ford Galaxie
~’airlane 5oo and the I974 Dodge Monaco.(figure 4) have scales that project a semicircular scale onto a horizontal llne, which represents equal units of speed with
unequal spacings (figure
As on the =oo4 Audi S4 design (figure z3), some speedometers have two different
ratio scales so as to keep the most often used speeds on the left of the dlal while
saving space for presenting higher, less-used Inototwcay speeds on the right and
maintaining a aymmetrlcal design.
One Hy~ndal speedometer (figure 5g) used the unique combination of three
different ratio scales, two ofwhlch were placed at the end efthe scale to fit in the
little-used ranges of x26-~4o and x4o-x~o mph.
Numerica~ increments ox~ speedometer scales vary mostly according to when
the speedometer was designed. TJarough the ~93o’s, increments of 5 or m were ~nore
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FIGURE 73
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typical, akhough the 192413° Bentley Special (figure 2e) had increments of 3omph.
Starting in the I93OS, increments of 2o became more common. To save space on
the dlal, the speedometer on the 2006 BMW ~figure he) used increments of 3° in
its km/h scale for the speeds oflhO and over. The retrospective design of the aoo~
Mini Cooper ~gure 5d) has an unusual selection of numbers on its mph scale since
it begins with Iomph and then proceeds in increnlents of 2omph~ so the numbers on
the dial are io, 3o, ~o, etc.
Oborne’s (I99~) review on the ergonomics o1: numerical increments said that "a
system that progresses Ln IS or IOS is the easiest to use" (143) shnply because people
are used to counting this way. Woodson et al. (1992) have said the fewest errors are
made with intervals ofi through IO w.ith the next best being 2, 4, 6, 8 and IO, and
that intervals ot:3, 6 and 9 or 4, 8 and I~ can be corfl:using. Therefore, speedometer
dials with incremaents of IO or 20 are likely to be the easiest to read.
While recent dial desigi~s have fewer and simpler scale marks, earlier dials
tended to have one mark for each mph and more decorative moxks resembling
those on some clocks such as track lines and combinations o1:lines, dots, triangles
and dlaznonds. For 1:unctionM dials, Woodson et al. (1992) recommended using
simple marks and avoiding "dots..., thick marks, marks joined by a heavy base
line, [and] long marks spaced closely together..." (392). Accor33ng to Oborne (I99~),
"the major scale marks...should be emphasized, and the British Stahdards Instlmte
(1964) suggests that each major marker should be two times the length o1:the minor
marker" (143).

/the ~ievelopmenl of au|omohil, speedometer dials mit,~he.ll

While soine early speedometers used serif typefaces, sans-serif faces axe more
common on all designs. The typeface may be regular, bold or italic. For instruments,
simple typography is recommended (Woodson et al., I99~).
On most modern speedometers, numbers are placed straight up, which is
another ergonomic guideline for statJoi~ary scales (Woodson et al, i992). On earlier
designs, numbers were sometimes straight up, angled (e.g., Chevrolet Corvette,
figure 3b), or angled and turned (e.g., xgff~ Ferraxi ~I2 Inter, figure 3a).
Although numbers may appear on the inside or outside of a speedometer scale,
Woodson et al. (1992) recommended that they appear on the outside so that the
pointer do~ not cover them. This choice was made on the exgonomlcally-deslgned
Toyota Raum ( figttre ~b).

Some eaxly speedometers had decorative needles, but others were more streamlined
mad similar to those on current speedometers. As previously discussed, on some
designs a band of color served as the needle (e.g., I96I Holden,figure 3d). Early
designs with decorative needles followed clock designs. Woodson et al. (i99~) have
recommended that designers avoid "artistic" designs for ease of reading, and that for
applications in which users make "quick scanning look[s]," such as in driving, the
pointer needs to be wider. In such designs, the po~nter’s tip sho~ald be tapered so that
it is the same width as a scale mark ai~d should fall just below the scale mark.

Obviously, strong color contrast is required between the background amd g~aphical
elements on speedometer dials. Designers often use a third color, typica!ly red or
orange for the needle. According to Woodson et al. (x99~), dials for daythne use are
best seen ifmarklngs are placed on a light background. However, one way to create
distinctive designs is through color, so some dials have for examp~le blue, green, red
or orange marks against dark backgrounds.

FIGURE 74
DIGITAL SPEEOOMETER
(7988 MITSUBISHI MAGNA)

In i986, the first fully digital information system was installed in a Volkswagen
(Siemens VDO, ca 2oo3). In modern digital speedometers, a magnetic sensor is
positioned on the final output shaft of the gearbox. An electronic sensor then
records every revolution of the magnet. Next~ a semiconductor Eprom chip converts
the semsor information to a final speed, which then appears as numbers on a backfit
LCD display. WheI~ mor~ current cars have a digital speedometer, it usually appears
in a head-up display (HUD), wlticfi is a transparent display of data through a
driver’s windscreen.
Figure 14 presents an early digital design from a I988 Mits ubishl Magna in which
characters are formed by highlighting p~xts within a 7-segment framework. These
designs are easier to read in sunlight and I~eed a light source to be read in the dark.
According to Oborne (I99~), 7-segment characters received critlcism because
they don’t look like drawn numbers.and the spacLng between numbers can vaxy (in
particular, the immber ~ creates a wide gap). People therefore read these characters
more slowly and make more errors than with prated and dot-matrix characters.
More recent digital displays have acceptable character design owing to higher
resolution technology.
A digital speedometer’s strengths are that it provides precise readi~g at any
instant (although this is not usually important while driving), uses less dashboard
space and can have large numbers for easy viewing. In a I98o study of speedometer
formats conducted with 4oo drivers (Simmonds, i983), drivers provided the most
accurate readings when using digital speedometers. According to’this study, a
"substantial majority preferred...the digital speedometer," but thougfit curved
designs were more attractive. Tl~ere was also a "significant mLuority who did not

Soeed marked on road

setting (yellow)

FIGURE 75
HUO FOR SIEMENS VO0 AOAPTIVE CRUISE
CONTROL AND TRAFFIC RECOGNITION SYSTEM

FIGURE 76
DESIGN THAT PROVIDES A CONSTANT READOUT
OF THE SPEED LIMIT (KUMAR & KIM, 2005, 2)

like digital instruments" (ioo). Among the study group, those most preferring
digitai read-outs were aged over fifty. Some of thls group said "that they had been
able to read the speedometer clearly for the first time in years" (ioo).
On the other hand, analogae dims have strengths that for many outweigh those
of digital dials. Woodson et al. (i992) noted that analogue dims are often preferable
because "the diaI...provides...additionai information in the form of advance ~varning,
rate of change and/or opportunity to make ’cross-dial’ extrapolation [which is
because] the pointer position and mofion act as...additional qualitative cue[s]...to
what is happening" (39o). Analogue dials are also a better choice for reading Past
changes (Oborne, I99~). Since the majority of cars have analogue speedometers,
there is obviously a driver preference for them.

As previously noted~ speedometers alone do not control speed. Currently, drivers
themselves under the influence of government punisI’kments are responsible
for maintaining speeds wiihln limits. While cruise control offers one solution
to motor*vay speeding due to inattention, there are now more sophisticated
technologies avai!able. For example, Siemens VDO has developed adaptive cruise
control (ACC) and traffic sign recognkion (TSR) systems that monitor roads using
a global positioning system (GPS)~ computer technology and camera. These systeras
will automatically reduce a car’s speed under three conditions, which are if they
detect a slower-traveling vehicle in the same lane, if the TSR detects a speed limit
sign that shows less than the car’s cur,rent speed, or if the GPS detects that the
car has entered an area with a lower speed limit. The systems allow drivers to
specify how closely they wotfld like to travel behind any in-lane vehicles. The user
display for these systems appears on a dashboard LCD but can also appear as an
HUD (fiKure I5).

Kumar and Kim (2oo~) have designed a speedometer that displays both a car’s
current speed and the road’s speed limit as determined by GPS, or for temporarily
hazardous areas such as construction zones, a beaconing system. In this design,
speeds above the limit ~re marked with a band of color (seefigure ~6). When cars
exceed the limit, the speedometer either sends ~m audlble warning (e.g. beeps) or
presents visual cues (e.g., a flashing needle),

So what design works best from a safety perspective? Research in this paper suggests
that most drivers prefer an analogue dial, that the design of the =oo3 Toyota Raum
speedometer most closely follows the principles of ergonomic design, that drivers
who speed due to unawareness need a speedometer that provides a constant readout
of the curretu speed limit, and that drivers need either a speedometer that remains
~n their view at all times (e.g., an HUD speedometer) or one that provides speeding
alerts. Such a design could also offer the option of advanced GPS-based cruise
control such as Siemens’ design. In the future, it is possible that governments may
combine GPS with car technology to physically restrict speeds.

Automobile speedometers appeared at the turn of the century and although many
were at first similar in design to clocks, they soon developed thekr own pattern as a
result of greater understanding of drivers’ needs, speed lix~ts, the practicalities of
fitting the dial onto the dashboard, style preferences and changes in technology. In
developing dSals, designers have experime~ted with different positions of reference
points; dial shapes; analogue and digital read-outs; the number and shapes of
scale marks; mttltiple and reconfigurable scales; increments, style and placement
of numbers; needle designs; moving versus stationary scales; and colors, l~igure 2z
presents a taxonomy of dial features.
Speedometer designs continue to evolve with inventions such as GPS and headup displays. Further, just as clocks in~luence.d speedometer designs, speedometer
designs are now influencing software applications such as graphical representations
of business performance kndicators.
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